SKIMMER PLUG MODELS

GUARANTEED WATER-TIGHT

ABOVEGROUND MODELS

ITEM # A7930
MODEL # AGSD-H

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 5 5/8"
- Fits most standard 6" aboveground skimmers, including the following:
  - Hayward® SP1090, 1091 LX
  - Aquadoz® 1090
  - Koldo K001WVB
  - Poolmaster 32190
  - Proline® Standard 60496
May fit other makes and models, please refer to the dimensions shown on illustration.

ITEM # W2980
MODEL # AGSD-H2

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 5 1/4"
- Fits most standard 6" aboveground skimmers, including the following:
  - Hayward® SP1094
  - Hayward® SP1094W
  - Hayward® SP1095
May fit other makes and models, please refer to the dimensions shown on illustration.

ITEM # W2982
MODEL # AGSD-H2SW

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 5 5/8"
- Fits most standard 6" aboveground skimmers, including the following:
  - Hydro-Tools® 8940 standard
  - Olympic®
  - Vogue®
  - Aqua Leader®
May fit other makes and models, please refer to the dimensions shown on illustration.

ITEM # A7932
MODEL # AGWM-H

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 5 7/8"
- Fits Hercules Rapid Flo Skimmer
May fit other makes and models, please refer to the dimensions shown on illustration.

ITEM # A7934
MODEL # AGWM-H2

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 4 7/8"
- Fits various widemouth aboveground skimmers, including the following:
  - Hayward® SP1091/HWM
  - Kohbur K002WVB
  - Poolstyle PS502
  - Waterway® Flo-Pro 1 Widemouth
May fit other makes and models, please refer to the dimensions shown on illustration.

ITEM # W2984
MODEL # AGWM-SW

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 5 1/4"
- Fits Hydro-Tools® 8939 widemouth

ITEM # A7940
MODEL # AGSD-SS

- Fits skimmer openings: 5 1/2" W x 5 1/4" H

ITEM # A7942
MODEL # AGWM-SS

- Fits skimmer openings: 11 1/2" W x 4 3/4" H

ITEM # W2986
MODEL # AGWM-LH

- Fits skimmer openings: 11 15/16" W x 5 9/16" H

ITEM # A7947
MODEL # AGSD-DB

- Fits skimmer openings: 7 13/16" W x 5 5/8" H

ITEM # A7948
MODEL # AGSD-LM

- Fits skimmer openings: 7 3/4" W x 5 5/16" H

INGROUND MODELS

ITEM # A7936
MODEL # IGSD-H

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 5 5/8"
- Fits standard 6" inground skimmers, including the following:
  - Hayward® SP1084, 1089
  - Aquadoz® 1084
  - Custom Molded
  - Pac-Fab/Pentair Bermuda
  - Sta-Rite/Stimpool U-3
  - Waterway® Renegade Standard
May fit other makes and models, please refer to the dimensions shown on illustration.

ITEM # A7938
MODEL # IGWM-H

- Fits skimmer openings: measuring: 5 7/8"
- Fits most widemouth inground skimmers, including the following:
  - Hayward® SP1085
  - Aquadoz® 1085
  - American Products
  - Custom Molded
May fit other makes and models, please refer to the dimensions shown on illustration.

ITEM # A7944
MODEL # IGSD-SS

- Fits skimmer openings: 7 3/8" W x 5 5/16" H

ITEM # A7946
MODEL # IGWM-SS

- Fits skimmer openings: 14 7/8" W x 5 5/16" H

ITEM # W2988
MODEL # IGSD-PMT

- Fits Jacuzzi® PMT skimmer
- Fits skimmer openings: 8 10/16" W x 5 3/4" H

ITEM # W2990
MODEL # IGWM-WWF

- Fits Jacuzzi® WWF skimmer
- Fits skimmer opening: 13 1/2" W x 5 3/8" H